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My Alien Encounter 
 
 Yes, this is a real – as you call it – UFO. 
 How do we move? 
 Besides the motive force, which I’ll touch on later, there are five main Controllers, as 
we call them. In your terms they could be described as the Deflector Shield, the Pathfinder, 
the Molecular Accelerator, the Molecular Adjustor and the Thought Vibratory Director. Let’s 
start with the first mentioned.  
 The Deflector Shield either deflects smaller objects from the path of the ship or it 
deflects the ship away from larger objects when we are under manual, or manoeuvring, 
control. 

Under automatic control we can select tri- or quad-ordinates anywhere in the 
universe and the Pathfinder instantly maps a route avoiding all objects in the projected 
path. When this has been done, then the Molecular Accelerator is programmed at the 
desired speed, anywhere where from hardly moving to instantaneous arrival. It is also 
possible to program the Molecular Adjustor so that the whole molecular structure of the 
ship and its contents are continuously temporarily changed to vibrate at the same level as 
the objects in its path thus allowing the ship to move through any object. It is also possible 
to use the Thought Vibratory Director to raise the vibratory frequency of the ship and its 
contents to that level which some of your more learned people call the spiritual dimension. 
Then it moves outside the physical universe and comes back in at the desired point. Using 
this method time travel is possible.  

Of course, at this spiritual level – which is where your still developing entities reside 
between physical incarnations – it is not possible to experience physical objects. The whole 
reason for the existence of the physical universe is that it is a school to allow an entity to 
experience that which is necessary for its development. The “final” goal of which is beyond 
your current ability to understand, dealing with such spurious concepts as beginnings and 
ends as you do. 

But I digress; we are talking about the physical universe which is the only thing - with 
rare exceptions - that you can experience while in a human body. 

The motive power behind all this is something that your scientists have not even 
dreamed of yet. All that exists and all that does not exist, i.e., all potentiality, is an integral 
part of what you might call the Holistic Cosmic Process, a beginningless, endless, centreless, 
circumferenceless Process that is Pure Energy. That is the best way that I can describe it to 
your limited physical brain.  

When you, as you call it, die, then your entity – the real you - is usually only one or 
two steps advanced from your physical body, unless you are what some of you describe as 
ascended masters, developed entities who come back willingly to a lower physical 
incarnation to help and teach. Only they have the capability to see further than one or two 
steps ahead on your development path. 

Once again I digress because I’m really supposed to be answering your query about 
so-called UFO's, of which this ship is but one type. UFO’s can come from anywhere - from 
this galaxy, other galaxies, this spot in other time zones - both past and future - and from 



other dimensions. Some are even from other universes but that is just too difficult a concept 
for you at present. Just remember that not all visitors to your earth are good – many are still 
going through the physical school of development because of their ignorance and 
acquisitiveness. 

And yes, there are other dimensions beside your physical one, dimensions that are 
both physical and what you call spiritual. 

Now, to answer all your other questions: besides other dimensions and UFO’s there 
are also so-called ghosts and reincarnation is the schoolroom of the physical universe. 
Ghosts are only confused entities in the non-physical state, usually those who are so 
attached to a particular physical existence that they don’t want to leave yet and create a 
sort of “physical” aura which you can see – they are like a hologram, visible but non-
physical.  

You must remember that I’m trying to explain things and concepts to you for which 
you do not have words in your language - while at the same time converting/translating my 
thought processes and knowledge base into your very limited language and narrow 
knowledge base, in order to communicate with you. 

Now name your destination in the universe and I’ll take you there for a quick visit. Of 
course, like reincarnation, you will not usually remember a so-called UFO trip any more that 
the average person remembers their previous lives – unless it is necessary for learning, 
teaching or healing purposes. 

Are you ready? Shall I program the ship? 
 

The above is a verbatim transcript of my pocket recorder which, after my initial shock, I 
only remembered to switch on after asking if it was a real UFO. Two things are of interest. 
Firstly, it stopped recording after, “Shall I program the ship?” and secondly it only 
recorded the “alien’s” voice (which comes across as my voice on the tape, yet it was “him” 
(it?) speaking and answering my questions) All my actual questions simply did not appear 
on the tape, only the answers to them – yet there were no gaps (spaces) on the tape . . .. 
More frustratingly, the only detail I remember about the UFO and the offered trip is that 
everything was lit with a soft shadowless light that seemed to emanate from nowhere 
and everywhere at once. 

 


